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Abstract—Little is known about how Agile developers and
UX designers integrate their work on a day-to-day basis.
While accounts in the literature attempt to integrate Agile
development and UX design by combining their processes and
tools, the contradicting claims found in the accounts complicate
extracting advice from such accounts. This paper reports on
three ethnographically-informed field studies of the day-to-
day practice of developers and designers in organisational
settings. Our results show that integration is achieved in
practice through (1) mutual awareness, (2) expectations about
acceptable behaviour, (3) negotiating progress and (4) engaging
with each other. Successful integration relies on practices that
support and maintain these four aspects in the day-to-day work
of developers and designers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is on-going debate among academics and practition-

ers about how Agile development relates to User Experience

(UX) design, and how they could be combined. UX design

and Agile development have roots in different disciplines,

bringing with them different perspectives on software de-

velopment. While Agile methods mainly describe activities

addressing code creation (e.g. [1]), UX design methods

describe activities for designing the product’s interaction

with a user [2]. This presents challenges for developers and

designers working together. There is little guidance about

integrating these two perspectives, and still few detailed

accounts providing a close scrutiny of Agile development

and UX design being combined in practice. While the

growing body of literature continues to focus on process

descriptions and recommended tools, the day-to-day work

involved and the many and varied settings in which the tools

and processes are applied, remain largely unexplored.

The research question guiding our aim for a better un-

derstanding of practice is How are UX design and Agile
development combined in organisational settings? This pa-

per reports on three ethnographically-informed field studies

of the day-to-day practice of developers and designers in

different organisational settings. Our results show that inte-

gration is achieved in practice through (1) mutual awareness,

(2) expectations about acceptable behaviour, (3) negotiating

progress and (4) engaging with each other. The analysis

in this papers shows how influential the settings in which

Agile developers and UX designer work can be. Successful

integration relies on practices that support and maintain

these four aspects in the day-to-day work of developers and

designers.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II

presents the background to the problem discussed in this

paper. Section III describes the ethnographically-informed

approach to the field studies and the thematic analysis of the

data. Section IV presents accounts of the day-to-day work

found in each study. Section V discusses the themes from

the analysis of the data that explain how integration was

achieved. Section VI discusses some implications and limi-

tations of this research. The paper concludes in section VII,

with suggestions for future work.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we address three features of the current

state of the literature on combining Agile development

and UX design — the focus on processes and tools, the

existence of conflicting claims and the scarcity of studies in

organisational settings.

A. Focus on processes and tools

Among the types of problems reported when Agile devel-

opers and UX designers work together are non-trivial issues

around the timing and scheduling of Agile development and

UX design tasks. Such issues include involving users [3], [4]

and incorporating their feedback back into the development

effort [3]–[7], coordinating between the activities of the UX

designers, Agile developers and other non-Agile teams [3],

[8]–[10] — especially when user experience work is divided

among separate teams [10] — and performing usability

testing in the context of other Agile development tests, e.g.

unit testing and acceptance testing [4], [6], [11].

These timing and scheduling issues of Agile/UX integra-

tion are addressed with particular emphasis on processes and

tools. Accounts in the literature propose combinations of
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established Agile approaches (e.g., eXtreme Programming,

or Scrum) with established design approaches (e.g., User-

Centered Design [12], Goal-Directed Design [13], Usage-

Centered Design [14] and Contextual Design [15]). Lee and

McCrickard [6] and Hussain et al. [16] propose process

descriptions based on empirical research that claim to recon-

cile goals, motivations and perspectives. Advice is generally

to have designers remain ahead of the developers, so that

they have enough time to design for what is coming ahead

and evaluate what has already been implemented [17], [18].

Personas [19], [20] and scenarios [13] have been reportedly

used along with Agile software development. UX design

tasks also have to be adapted to fit within the shorter time-

scales [15], [18], [21] and the “piecemeal” approach to

design of Agile development (e.g. [3], [22]).

Process descriptions are abstractions of what actually

occurs in practice, which means that processes are rarely

mechanistically followed. Fitzgerald [23] interviewed partic-

ipants from eight different organizations and found that none

of them followed methods rigorously. A similar phenomenon

is present among designers. Gasson [24] shows how an

intended User-Centred Design process was deviated from

in practice, due to the contingencies that arose. Fitzgerald

and Gasson describe practitioners’ pragmatic approach to

following prescribed methods they were basing their actions

on what was appropriate and sufficient for their particular

needs. Introducing tools into software development face sim-

ilar challenges, as “tools that ignore emergent work practices

and social aspects of a tool’s use frequently fail . . . Thus, a

challenge for the software engineering tool community is to

develop tools that support both aspects.” [25]. Therefore, the

utility of the proposed processes and tools is questionable,

without an understanding of what takes place in practical

settings.

B. Conflicting claims

Accounts in the Agile/UX literature contain conflicting

claims concerning not only what the problems are, but

also which solutions bring benefits for practitioners. The

following are some examples of the conflicts that can be

found in accounts in the literature:

user feedback?: UX design practitioners may feel that

Agile development does not present enough opportunities

for obtaining user feedback [18], while there is evidence

for practitioners seeing Agile iterations and release cycles

as appropriate points in the development effort to perform

usability testing [26]. Armitage [27] reports that feedback

from regular releases of the product can serve the same

purpose as organised usability testing, which was also the

case for [28].

how much up front design? Sy and Miller [10] advise

that UX designers work one iteration ahead of the Agile

developers. However, Ungar and White [29], recommend

completing enough up-front design for two to three Agile

iterations worth of implementation.

equal footing? While process descriptions interleave the

activities of Agile developers and UX designers, seem-

ingly unproblematically, we find accounts of retrospectively

adding UX designers to Agile development teams [19],

[30], [31]. There is also evidence that delivery of working

software can take priority over performing usability-related

tasks [32], [33].

What these examples show, is that in practice, combining

Agile development and UX design will depend on the

circumstances in which they are combined. The integration

of Agile development and UX design emerges from the

particular problems that practitioners face in the settings in

which they work.

C. Scarcity of studies in organisational settings

Studies of Agile development and UX design are heavily

influenced by practice, yet, few studies in the literature

engage with the settings in which practitioners work. As a

result, assumptions about practice and the factors that shape

how developers and designers work together are largely un-

explored. The few existing studies that have taken account of

organisational settings have observed practitioners working

in everyday contexts.

The framework for integrating Agile development and

user-centred design proposed by Chamberlain et al. [5]

addressed challenges from practice based on observations

of Agile developers and UX designers. Kollmann et al. [33]

observed UX design practitioners working with Agile teams

and determined the importance of identity and vision in

successful UX design. Ferreira et al. [34] identified how the

role of values and assumptions regarding the best way to

create software, shapes the integration of Agile development

with UX design. Brown et al. [35] shadowed practitioners to

ascertain the types of artefacts that developers and designers

use to communicate.

While these studies take account of the circumstances

surrounding Agile development and UX design integration

in practice, the focus of these studies vary widely and are

still rare.

III. RESEARCH METHOD

Three ethnographically-informed studies of Agile devel-

opers and UX designers were carried out to investigate how

Agile development is combined with UX design in organi-

sational settings. The next sections describe how data was

collected in the field, how the thematic analysis proceeded

and who participated in the studies.

A. In the field

In describing our studies as ethnographically-
informed [36], we mean that our approach to conducting the

research was informed by classical ethnography but adapted
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to fit the area under study. For example, instead of spending

months or years in the field, we spent the amount of time

that fit with the sprints/development cycles, or other aspects

of the team’s work. In keeping with the ethnographic

approach, we set out to understand practice as it unfolded

in its natural setting (in this case the organisation) with

no a priori assumptions and minimal intrusion from the

researchers.

Three organisations were visited and four teams partici-

pated in this research. The selection of teams to study was

opportunistic, therefore, it was not known before setting out

to find participants, who would be supportive of the goals of

this study. Individuals who were involved in organisations

where Agile development was being combined with UX

design were approached and those that agreed with the

aims of this research allowed us access to their teams

in their place of work. Data was collected at the work

premises of the participants. Observations were the main

source of data collection, during which the researcher asked

participants questions for clarification. The aim was to learn

about the work being observed, without causing too much

disturbance to the natural setting. The nature of what we

decided would address our research questions was inherently

social. Consequently, the meanings that people assign to the

work they do through their language and actions were the

focus of the field studies. Field notes were hand-written in

a separate notebook for each study and photographs were

taken to record the layout of each setting.

The time spent with each team varied. For Study 1, the

length of time spent with the team was two weeks, six

days in Study 2 and two days in Study 3. In each case,

the amount of time covered a meaningful period for each

team. In Study 1 and 2 the period covered was one sprint.

In Study 3 the period covered was the time that the developer

was sitting together with the designers in one room.

After an initial thematic analysis of the data, the re-

searcher returned to the work premises of the participants

to share the initial results and reflect back what had been

observed. These feedback sessions served as opportunities

for the researcher to check with the participants that the

meanings and purposes of the work observed had been

understood — a form of member checking in qualitative

research [37, p. 314]. The results of engaging with the

participants in the feedback sessions informed the thematic

analysis of the data.

B. Thematic analysis

Successive rounds of writing, discussing, reflecting and

re-writing, shaped the structuring of patterns emerging from

the data into themes and shaped the relationships between

themes. A theme “captures something important about the

data in relation to the research question” [38]. Each theme

reported in this paper contributes to answering the research

question, How are UX design and Agile development com-

bined in organisational settings? — in terms that explicate

how the developers and designers worked together in the

ways that we observed.

Moving from the raw field data to the themes presented in

this paper followed a process of analysis that began with the

researcher reflecting on the data as it was being generated

in the field (i.e. the field notes, photographs and team arte-

facts). The field notes were organised into initial themes by

discovering, sorting and clustering related instances. Themes

were refined through further reflection on the initial themes

and scrutinising the field data for confirming and discon-

firming instances. “Disconfirming instances,” being data that

contradicted a theme. When a disconfirming instance was

found, we investigated the events in our data surrounding this

instance, in order to understand under what circumstances

the contradiction occurred. In this way, the themes were

refined iteratively — either confirming or disconfirming

through constant comparison between instances. On-going

organisation of the themes, member checking and continuous

scrutinising of the data refined the themes such they are

validated and grounded in the data.

The significance of the themes in this analysis are not

based on quantitative aspects — how many times an instance

occured did not make it more or less important for answer-

ing the research question. Instead, themes were judged to

be significant based on their explanatory power. That is,

significance was judged according to the themes’ ability

to account for how the developers and designers worked

together in the ways that they did, with the relevance of the

themes determined in the early stages of the analysis during

the feedback sessions.

C. Study participants

Details of the participants in each of the three studies

are summarised in table I. As shown in the table all

teams studied were small to medium-sized Scrum teams

developing software for the web or mobile devices. All par-

ticipants were based in the United Kingdom, and embedded

in established organisations that highly valued UX design.

Study 2 involved two Scrum teams and one UX designer

in the same organisation. At the time of the study, the UX

designer was assigned to work with only one of the teams.

The team in Study 3 had chosen to trial Scrum with one of

their projects and, as part of this trial, to seat the developer

and designers in the same room for two days.

IV. ACCOUNTS OF THE DAY-TO-DAY INTEGRATION

WORK

In this section we present accounts that typify how the

Agile developers and UX designers in each study worked

together. Each account is of the interactions observed during

the day-to-day work as a synthesis of events from the data

captured in the field notes, interview transcripts and notes

or transcripts of the feedback sessions.
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Table I
PARTICIPANT OVERVIEW

Study 1 Study 2 Study 3
Team2A Team2B

project type web mobile mobile web

team size 16 6 7 4

Agile method Scrum Scrum Scrum Scrum

UX role yes no yes yes

organisation size* > 1,000 < 50 ± 50

* The numbers are an estimate and are intended for comparative pur-
poses only (taken from publicly available information about the
organisations).

A. Study 1

Study 1 was conducted at a large media organisation and

involved 14 Agile developers and two UX designers. The

UX designers were responsible for creating wireframes1

and visual designs2. The developers were responsible for

transforming the UX designs into running code. The UX

designers were not considered part of the Agile team, but

rather part of the organisation’s larger UX design team

and seated on a floor above the Agile developers. The UX

designers did not take part in the sprint planning meetings,

standups or retrospectives. The developers did not attend

design meetings.

A developer informed us that the decision to separate

UX designers and Agile developers was put into effect by

management in the UX division. This was based on their

view that UX designers work best when they are separated

from the issues of software construction, which hamper their

creativity. Throughout the study, it was evident that this

separation played out also in the interactions between the

developers and designers in this organisation.

In the particular sprint we were observing, the UX de-

signers had promised to deliver a version of the UX designs

before the developers’ sprint planning meeting. Instead,

versions of the UX designs were sporadically sent to the

developers up until the last day of that sprint. Promises

to deliver designs by certain dates were repeatedly missed.

Consequently, the developers could not rely on the UX

designs to prioritize and plan the UX design-related im-

plementation work for that sprint. The sporadically arriving

designs upset the work that had already been planned for.

Much of the work of producing running code according

to the designs, were accomplished in the last hours of the

sprint, requiring the developers to work over time. When one

1By wireframe we mean the popular design tool, which conveys content
and layout information, as described by [39]

2In this case, the visual design was a paper-based representation of
the website under construction, and conveyed the content and layout
information along with graphical aspects of the design.

of the UX designers was questioned about whether they were

aware of the implications of their timing, they responded that

they had not realised that sending the UX designs when they

had done was causing any problems:

[UX designer]: “That was never explicitly said to me
. . . I think there was and still is visibility issues to do
with what they’re doing and what their timelines are.”
[1.IN.20/02/09.6]

When clarifications or changes in the UX design were

required, the developers made a note of it and requested

feedback meetings with the UX designers. In one case, a

senior UX designer expressed surprise at having to deal with

the developers’ feedback:

[senior UX designer]: “The visual designs are pretty
much parallel to the wireframes . . . what kind of feed-
back do you want to give?” [1.FN.2.6]

The developers were not adapting the UX design themselves

— they relied on approval or redesigns from the UX

designers. The Agile developers’ need to gain approval from

the UX designers was driven by the rigid role boundaries

that were maintained and supported in the organisation

— designers made design decisions and developers made

coding decisions. Yet, when the developers needed to ask a

designer a question, their attempts at making contact were

often unsuccessful, as illustrated by these excerpts from our

field notes:

2pm: There is some problem with the visual design from
UX [hadn’t arrived yet]. Project manager’s been trying
to get in touch with the interaction designer, however
can not get in contact — mobile switched off. [1.FN.1.4]
Project manager has heard that UX are moving desks
(not all the visual designs have been delivered since the
developer feedback session). [1.FN.6.1]

B. Study 2

Study 2 was conducted at a small organisation developing

software for mobile phones, and involved two teams. Each

team comprised 5 Agile developers and one of the teams

included the UX designer. The UX designer created non-

functional representations, or “screen mock-ups” which the

Agile developers could refer to as they created running code.

The teams were working in the same building, but spread

across three floors: The Project manager/Scrum master,

Product owners and UX designer were seated in a room

on the second floor, while the developers were seated on

the first and ground floors.

The managing director of the organisation informed us

that he hired individuals who could not only fulfill the

responsibilities of their main role, but who were also able

to contribute outside their roles, or were able to learn to do

that. Our data confirmed how all roles on the teams were

taking part in frequent discussions, creating awareness and

sharing decision-making responsibilities. During a standup

meeting, our field notes captured a discussion on how the

software should handle advertisements. The QA, Scrum
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master, product owner, UX designer and developers were

all taking part in the discussion:
[standup] 9:30 [developer1]: How should tabs appear,
is ad always right-most tab? . . . UX designer tells the
developer what should happen: As new chats come in
ad tab moves over to right-most tab.
[Product owner]: Still waiting on response for some
questions from the client.
[QA]: Kind of hard to do QA if we don’t have the
answers . . . wary of starting stories without behaviours
which means we might have to change things and that
wastes time.
[UX designer]: Do them anyway, they might need to go
through a number of iterations before they agree this
is what they want . . . it’s better if they see something
working as soon as possible.
[QA]: What if an ad comes in at exactly the same time
as a chat?
[UX designer]: That’s an extreme edge case and
probably very hard to test. So leave it. QA agrees.
[2.FN.5/06.6,7]

Conversations such as these typically occurred as work

progressed during the course of the day, with team members

calling issues to the attention of other team members. The

UX designer explained that, together with the developers,

issues are worked through on a day-to-day basis:
[UX designer]: “. . . if developers come up with issues,
these are discussed on a case-by-case basis as they come
up . . . There are lots of small things which are easily
worked out on a day-to-day basis.” [2.IN.4/06.1,2]

Conversations such as that shown in excerpt [2.FN.5/06.6,7]

were significant in two ways. First, every role on the project

was involved in UX design-related discussions, and indi-

viduals were contributing beyond their main responsibilities

— for example, the UX designer’s suggestion of ignoring

an edge case in QA testing. The QA did not point out

that the UX designer was making a QA decision — he

accepted it without comment. Second, UX design issues

are discussed alongside non-UX issues (as it was with QA

testing in the example). These conversations led to further

actions, including decisions to either implement a solution or

pass the issue on to the client. All roles participating in the

conversations, led to decisions that took into consideration

both design values and technical constraints.
During a standup meeting with one of the teams, a

developer informed the rest of the team that he had replaced

some visual designs in the shared online space where

relevant documents for the project were kept. When the

researcher probed for further details regarding this change,

the developer’s brief explanation ended with “So that’s all

that was.” Giving the impression that their changes and

additions were in no way strange. The developers making

changes to the UX design was acceptable in these teams, and

which the UX designer supported when questioned about

this during an interview:
[UX designer]: Sometimes the developers’ decisions are
better, as they are much closer to the implementation.
[2.IN.4/06.2]

C. Study 3

Study 3 was conducted at a small digital agency and

involved two UX designers and one developer. As an or-

ganisation they were experienced with using waterfall-based

PRINCE 2 processes, but, according to the Head of User

Experience (UX), changing client needs had signalled that

it was time to explore something new. The Head of UX

therefore proposed they trial Scrum for the duration of a

complete project. Within this trial, the Head of UX also

proposed that the developer and designers sit together in

one room for two days, specifically with the aim to bring

design and development closer. These were the two days

that we observed the team working. As with the team in

Study 1, the developer was responsibile for creating running

code according to the wireframes and visual designs created

by the UX designers.

Outside of the trial situation, it was explained to us that

the UX designers normally worked on a separate floor to

the developers. The developer mentioned that the developers

rarely go back to the designers when they run into issues:

[developer]: We often find things that don’t work, but
we don’t go back to design. We just do our best.
[3.FN.2.2]

Therefore, much of what they did during the two days they

were sitting together was new to them, giving rise to the team

frequently reflecting on how the way they were working

during this trial differed with how they normally work:

[UX designer]: This style of working means we can
collaborate in order to get our points across, rather
than dictate because there’s no communication going
on. [2.FN.2.13]

At the time of the observations, this team was in the second

sprint of their project. At the start of the project the client

had handed over results of a focus group that they had held

concerning their existing website. The team were expected

to design the new website incorporating these results. No

stories or list of features for a product backlog had been

created with the client. Instead, the client expected the so-

lution to emerge during the project cycles and requirements

to be refined after viewing the working software. This was

an unusual situation for the team to be in. As the Head of

UX explained:

[Head of UX]: “And when we first met with the client,
the first thing they did was to present to us the findings
of that initial research. So we can then go and propose
what would be the next step, which is quite different
from any other type of work we’ve been invited to get
involved in.” [3.FB.27/07/09.1]

This resulted in a lot of uncertainty concerning the vision

for the website and what they were aiming towards. One

exchange between the designers in the field notes is noted

as follows:

[visual designer]: I just feel like I’m not getting any-
where.
[IA]: I also feel that way. [3.FN.1.24]
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However, rather than coming to a standstill, we saw the team

moving on in their work through on-going conversations. To

ensure they continue the developer suggested they base their

designs on the existing website:

[developer]: “Just cover the site map.” [3.FN.1.9]

The developer and designers were negotiating the way

forward by:

• resolving questions such as, “What do you remember

from the client meeting?” “What did you understand

the client wanting from the client meeting?”

• informing the others of how they plan to approach the

task, for example, “I’m going to make two versions of

this website.”

• involving the developer in design decisions. For exam-

ple, in a discussion about exploring alternatives to a

drop-down list, the UX designer asked the developer

directly whether her idea would be more difficult to

implement. The developer immediately gave her an

answer:

[developer]: “It would probably be just as easy.”
[3.FN.1.15]

V. THEMES FOR ACHIEVING INTEGRATION

Informed by our field studies, we approach the integration

of Agile development and UX design from the perspective

that their integration is on-going — in that it is negotiated

on a day-to-day basis between individuals in organisational

settings — and that integration is achieved under the vari-

ety of conditions that exist in those settings. This section

presents the themes that emerged from the analysis of our

detailed data. Their strength is that they are grounded in

actual observed conduct, rather than abstract notions of what

processes should look like:

A. Integration as expectations about acceptable behaviour

The work of integrating Agile development and UX

design is shaped by expectations about how the other

group should support them in their work. The analysis of

Study 1 identified the impact of differing expectations about

acceptable behaviour by the Agile developers and UX de-

signers. Due to segregated responsibilities and the iterative,

incremental rhythms of Scrum, the developers relied on

the timely delivery of the UX designs in order to progress

with transforming the paper-based UX designs into running

code. Thus, the developers expected that the UX designers

would be willing and able to accept feedback, produce a

redesign every Sprint based on that feedback, and would

continue doing so until the release date. However, the UX

designers were carrying out their work without input from

the developers and were not available for receiving developer

feedback. The organisation discouraged the UX designers

from concerning themselves with the implementation issues

of their designs. Further, the UX designers were involved

with many different teams across different projects and

expected to hand over their designs to the Agile developers,

and move on to the next project. The UX designers were

therefore not dependent on the developers in the same way

and were not expecting to have further discussions with the

developers about the designs that had been handed over.

As illustrated in section IV, these mismatching expecta-

tions about acceptable behaviour in Study 1, led to wasted

planning efforts and developers working over-time to meet

deadlines.

In Study 2, the frequent interactions between the devel-

opers and designer ensured that expectations about how the

developers and designer should support each other in their

work was negotiated on a day-to-day, moment-by-moment

basis. Changes in either the UX designs or the code could be

communicated to the team immediately and the delays and

disruptions to work rhythms evident in Study 1, were not

experienced by the Study 2 participants. The UX designer

was not surprised with developer feedback in the way the

UX designers were surprised in Study 1. That issues would

be discussed by everyone involved was part of the normal

course of the day.

In Study 3, the normal expectations about Agile developer

and UX designer interactions were adjusted in the trial

situation. Working together in one room made them available

to each other in ways that had not been experienced outside

the trial situation, such that their dependencies on each

other could be negotiated on a day-to-day, moment-by-

moment basis. The negotiations between the developer and

designers at this early stage of their project were shaping

dependencies between them that would come to bear in

later stages of the project when the UX designs are turned

into working software. Similar to Study 2, the developer

was not surprised about being asked questions by the UX

designers and vice versa. The developer and designers made

themselves available to be part of the discussions throughout

the observed period.

B. Integration as mutual awareness

The work of integrating Agile development and UX de-

sign depends on a mutual awareness between the developers

and designers, specifically the UX designers being aware

of what constitutes work for the Agile developers and the

Agile developers being aware of what constitutes work for

the UX designers. The level of awareness the developers and

designers have of each other’s work affects their ability to

make informed judgments around coordinating their work.

The accounts display a need for awareness of how the

designs created by the UX designers impact on the code

and vice versa. However, organisational-level factors in each

study either enhanced or hindered such an awareness.

The developers and designers in Study 1 were displaying

a lack of awareness of each other’s work arrangements.

The UX designers were missing deadlines, unaware of the

deadlines imposed by the sprints, and were unavailable when
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developers required their input into design decisions. The

developers were unaware that the UX designers were moving

desks and could not find a designer for making decisions.

By contrast, the designer in Study 2 was continually

aware of the implementation issues of the designs and the

developers were constantly aware of UX design decisions.

The developers and designers were available to each other

for questions as they arose and were frequently engaged

in discussions — thereby maintaing mutual awareness and

shared decision-making responsibilities.

Similarly to Study 2, the designers and developer in

Study 3 were creating awareness and sharing decision-

making responsibilities with frequent discussions. The fluid

role boundaries characteristic of the teams in Study 2 and

Study 3 served to enhance this mutual awareness, whereas

the rigid role boundaries between the Agile developers and

UX designers in Study 1 served to hamper mutual awareness.

In Study 1, schedules and progress were impeded by this

lack of mutual awareness, whereas, the developers and

designers in Study 2 and Study 3 did not experience such

impediments.

C. Integration as negotiating progress

The day-to-day work of integrating Agile development

and UX design contends with various uncertainties around

client expectations and requirements. Those with the appro-

priate knowledge who can dispel these uncertainties (such

as clients, or even UX designers) are not always present

when decisions need to be made. Despite this, the teams

in all three studies continued to move forward, avoiding a

complete breakdown in the workflow. How progress was

negotiated among the developers and designers depended on

the particular circumstances in which they were working.

In Study 1, progress was achieved in a constrained man-

ner, which can be attributed to the reluctance with which

the developers made design decisions and burdening the

developers with approaching the UX designers for clar-

ifications. The conversations between the developers and

designers were not spontaneous occurrences, but were pre-

empted with searching for a designer and then agreeing

on a time to meet. The separation that was maintained

between the developers and designers in this study, hindered

their progress by impeding the interactions between the

developers and designers.

In Study 2, during the course of the day, UX design

issues were generated and dealt with alongside technical

implementation issues. Carrying out UX design-related work

was no more remarkable to the teams than carrying out non-

UX-related work. Every role on the project was involved

in discussions that promoted consideration of design values

alongside technical constraints. The effect was the UX

design issues simply formed part of the work that was

discussed and carried out. Issues were resolved as part of the

ongoing flow of work, irrespective of who had contributed

to resolving the issue.

The team in Study 3 were making progress despite lacking

specificity from their client about what had to be done

next. The developer and designers were negotiating progress

amid this uncertainty. Progress was negotiated among the

developer and designers, who discussed what needed to be

done by referring to meetings with the client, the existing

website and some information on the client organisation

(e.g. management structures). The developer and designers

were negotiating the way forward by asking and answering

questions, keeping each other informed of decisions, and

involving each other in decision-making. As with the partic-

ipants in Study 2, input was considered valuable regardless

of role, and no one side was dictating the direction to be

taken with the software.

D. Integration as engaging with each other

Developing software in the organisations we studied was

interactively accomplished between various roles. That is,

integrating Agile development with UX design in practice,

relied on the recurring efforts of the Agile developers and

UX designers engaging each other for their input. The Agile

developers and UX designers worked on their own tasks,

but also required the involvement of those with decision-

making power, or expertise, when the work demanded it. For

the Agile developers and UX designers in all three studies,

accomplishing their work relied on switching back-and-forth

between their own tasks and tasks involving others, with

articulation work, both explicit and implicit, coordinating

their switching. Articulation work, defined by Strauss as

“the specifics of putting together tasks, task sequences, task

clusters — even aligning larger units such as lines of work

and sub-projects — in the service of work flow” [40] is the

unacknowledged part of rationalized models of UX design

and Agile development. Without the presence of articulation

work in these studies, it would not be possible for the

developers and designers to engage with each other and

maintain the flow of work.

The Agile developers engaging with the UX designers

in Study 1, required explicit articulation work, including

discussions around why the UX designers’ engagement was

necessary. Had the developers in Study 1 not approached

the UX designers, there would have been no way for the

UX designers to know that their input was required. The

coordination of the Agile developers’ work and the UX

designers’ work had to be explicit in order to overcome the

lack of mutual awareness and different expectations about

acceptable behaviour between developers and designers.

Articulation work in Study 2 was of a more implicit

nature, where the Agile developers and UX designer un-

derstood how work will proceed without requiring extensive

discussions between them and certainly no discussion around

why the designer should be involved. The higher level
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of mutual awareness between the developers and designer

than was present in Study 1 and matching expectations

about acceptable behaviour, ensured ongoing engagement —

understood by all as necessary for working through issues

as they arise.

In Study 3, articulation work was instrumental in the

(re)creating of progress as the team contended with day-

to-day uncertainties. In this study, articulation work was not

required for encouraging the UX designers to be involved

(as in Study 1), or to explain why they should be involved,

as much as it was about status updates and clarifications in

the interest of workflow. As with Study 2, the frequently

recurring moments of engaging with each other helped the

developer and designers coordinate their work and decide

what further action was meaningful with respect to the

software.

VI. DISCUSSION

The themes identified in our studies carry implications for

team arrangments, as well as implications for the processes

and tools that teams use in their work. There are also some

limitations to consider.

A. Implications for team arrangements

This was not an investigation into whether Agile devel-

opers and UX designers should be co-located or not. There

is, however, a point to be made about how closely UX

designers work with Agile developers. The UX designers

who were working closely with the Agile developers were

observed in two different kinds of setting: One where the

designers were seated on a different floor to the developers

(Study 2) and another where the designers and developer

were working in one room (Study 3). It was also the case in

these two settings that the boundaries between the roles of

UX designers and Agile developers were more fluid than

in Study 1, and developers’ and designers’ contributions

were valued differently than in Study 1. The togetherness

or separation between the developers and designers seems

to depend less on where they are seated, than on contextual

factors at work in the organisation. In each study, how

Agile development is integrated with UX design is shaped

by a complex interplay of organisational- and team-level

commitments that divide responsibilities between developers

and designers, establish the rhythms of work for each group,

and place different values on contributions from different

roles.

B. Implications for processes and tools

Dittrich et al. [41] state that “Focusing on work practices

allows the observation and understanding of how exactly

methods, process models and tools become influential in and

for software development. This understanding can then be

used to improve methods, processes and tools.” Our studies

suggest that similar expectations about acceptable behaviour,

mutual awareness, negotiating progress and engaging with

each other are mechanisms that allow practitioners from

different backgrounds, with different perspectives on the

software under development, to combine their efforts. There-

fore, introducing processes or tools into practice should be

done with the aim of supporting these mechanisms that

achieve integration. Using the four themes presented in this

paper, processes and tools can be be evaluated for how well

they support these mechanisms and, therefore, how well they

support the integration of Agile development and UX design.

C. Limitations

Generalising from the findings of this research should be

approached with care. The teams studied in this dissertation

are not considered to cover all the possibilities found in prac-

tice. There are many more approaches to Agile development

than Scrum and the inventive and creative ways in which

designers work present considerable variety in what can be

found in practice. However, the teams studied are considered

to not be atypical of teams in practice. The aim with this

research has been to find out how developers and designers

achieve their work, and in that way uncover mechanisms

that may persist across various settings subject to further

investigations into practice.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper reported on three ethnographically-informed

studies of Agile developers and UX designers. Our aim

with these studies was to answer the question How are UX
design and Agile development combined in organisational
settings? Four themes were identified as essential to achiev-

ing the integration of Agile development and UX design

in organisational settings: (1) expectations about acceptable

behaviour, (2) mutual awareness, (3) negotiating progress,

and (4) engaging with each other. These themes carry

implications for team arrangments, as well as implications

for the processes and tools that teams use in their work.

In particular, the importance of the setting in enhancing

or hampering the work of achieving integration, has been

discussed.

One way of taking this discussion further, could be to

analyse practice in terms of culture. Cultures endorse and

constrain the behaviours of individuals embedded in organ-

isations [42] and may therefore provide a useful analytical

lens for studying Agile development and UX design in

practice. Another avenue for further research is to investigate

processes, tools and methods that are of interest to the

Agile/UX community. More research on how processes and

tools participate in social processes and, specifically, how

processes and tools support the four themes identified as

essential to achieving integration, is required to determine

what is actually useful for Agile developers and UX de-

signers in practice. Brown et al. [35], for example, take a

related approach, in which they connect the use of artefacts
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with social aspects in the collaboration between developers

and designers.
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